
 

 

 

Obligatory Event Guidelines 
 

Information about the planning of events in the Neues Museum 

 

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin (SMB), Bodestraße 1-3, 10178 Berlin, Germany 

 

 

The Neues Museum on the Museum Island belongs to the UNESCO cultural heritage since 

1999. We ask you to respect the dignity of the art objects, to observe the conservatory 

requirements and not to change the character of the exhibition rooms. 

 

The Neues Museum was originally built by the German architect Friedrich August Stüler in the 19th 

century. After being badly damaged during World War II the museum opened its doors again in 

October 2009.  Before that the British star architect David Chipperfield had elaborately restored and 

recreated the building. In consideration of high preserving requirements Chipperfield set the building 

in a both new but authentic context: He kept the remaining historical elements in their original 

beauty while the newly built parts remind its contemplators of the lost chapters without imitating 

them. For this reason the opulent fullness of Stüler’s late classicism and Chipperfield’s clear language 

of shapes complement one another charmingly. 

 

The building now provides a new home for the Egyptian Museum and Papyrus Collection and the 

Museum of Prehistory and Early History, together with artefacts from the Collection of Classical 

Antiquities. For example you are able to visit the mystic Goldhut (Golden Hat) and the world famous 

Nefertiti bust.  

 

Das Neue Museum is open to the public on Monday, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Saturdays from 10 

a.m. to 6 p.m. and from Thursdays to Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Events can only be prepared 

and be set up after the closing time of the museum. The disassembly or the removal of foreign 

objects must take place in the same night. 

 
 
I. Function rooms      ___________________ 

 

I. a)  Main entrance hall / foyer 

 

1. Size: approx. 140 m². 

2. Receptions for up to 100 people. Only light-coloured beverages and non-greasy food are 

permitted. 

3. No carpet needs to be laid, when only light-coloured beverages and non-greasy food is 

served. 

 

I. b)  Basement foyer 

 

1. Size: approx.  205 m². 

2. Receptions for up to 150 people. Only light-coloured beverages and non-greasy food are 

permitted. 

3. Direct access from outside the building is available. 



  

I. c)  Greek yard (Griechischer Hof) 

 

1. Size of available area: approx. 300 m².    

2. Seated events (speech, festive ceremonies, music) for up to 200 people. Food and 

beverages are not permitted. Theatre style respectively row seating can be arranged. 

3. There are works of art in the middle and on the walls of the room. These have to be 

protected by putting some rope or cord around (distance to the works of art: at least 1,20 

metres). 

4. Electrical connection can be provided. Data network is accessible to some extend.  

 

I. d)  First floor foyer / big stair hall (Große Treppenhalle) 

 

1. Size: approx. 100 m². 

2. Receptions and speeches for max. 80 people. 

3. Dinner for max. 50 people. 

4. After consultation so called “valet stands” may be set up. On these tables only fully prepared 

small plates with cold food may be provided. 

5. Because of the delicate floor you are obliged to put a carpet on the floor in general, when a 

dinner takes place. Underneath the carpet an impermeable foil has to be added. The carpet 

should be in a decent colour and must not be taped on the floor. For receptions with non-

colouring/non-greasy food/drinks no carpet is necessary. 

6. No catering and no furniture on the delicate mosaic floor between the pillas and the window 

front. This also applies for the mosaic area in front of the large door on the other side.  

7. The carpet laying needs to be done by one of the approved companies of the SMB. 

Museum&Location is happy to give contacts.   

 

I. e)  Café            

 

1. The café is furnished by its tenant BMB Solutions (Allegretto). There are 60 seats. 

2. Dinner for up to 60 people. 

3. Receptions for up to 40 people. 

      

I. f)  Colonnade yard (Kolonnadenhof) 

 

1. Size: approx. 2.000 m². 

2. Receptions for max. 1.200 people. 

 

I. g)  Logistic area / back area: 

 

1. Outside the building: You may place a catering tent under the east side colonnades and 

beside the group entrance on the west side of the museum.  

2. Inside the Building: The place of the information steles (on the right hand of the entrance, 

vis-à-vis the cloakroom) may be used as a catering back area. Size: approx. 45 m². The 

walls, the floor and the information steles must be protected by using plastic foil or similar 

material. The preparation or the formulation of the catering in this area is permitted when 

only cold food and beverages are included. The use of heated trolleys or similar equipment is 

not allowed.  All of your equipment, furniture (tables, foil) etc. must consist of non-

combustible material.  

                     

 



  

 

II. Requirements and terms for holding an event________________________ 

 

1. Condition to the carrying-out of an event is a joint inspection with the organiser/customer, 

caterer and the respective representatives of the museum and the departments of house 

management, technical staff and security of the National Museums in Berlin, plus the 

completion of a contract in due time (at the latest seven days before the event takes place). 

2. Invitation cards fort he event must be checked and released by M&L before you may send 

them to your guest.  

3. Events with political background and content are subject to the approval of the Directorate-

General of the Staatliche Museen zu Berlin. In this case all made agreements are subject to 

their approval. 

4. Special regulations apply to the exhibition areas in the Neues Museum. The representatives 

of the museum (scientists, restorers) will point these out on the joint inspection. These 

regulations apply to the lighting as well as to the possible erection of furniture and 

apparatus.  

5. To protect the delicate museum floors in areas without carpets your chairs, tables, musical 

instruments, scene elements and other furniture have to be supplemented with felt pads. 

Electrical cables, etc. may only be fastened with solvent-free tape (so-called masking tape or 

painters’ tape). Black cables have to be wrapped. 

6. Additional lighting is allowed only in gold, amber and yellow tones.  

7. As a matter of principle, the use of technical apparatus, material etc. may not lead to any 

change in the usual climatic conditions of the exhibition. Near art pieces only cold light is 

allowed to use. 

8. The date of the event can only be confirmed after the museum executives have given their 

affirmation. 

9. A schedule of the event including assembly and disassembly must be provided at the latest 

seven days before the beginning of the event’s set-up. 

10. For events with 200 or more guests, the host of the event is obligated to book additional 

paramedic services for the complete duration of the event. This booking must be done by the 

host of the event and at his own expense.   

11. The host has to show an event liability insurance at least one day before the set-up of the 

event. The host is fully liable to damages of any kind. In case the event liability insurance is 

not shown in time, the access to the museum can be refused. 

12. Additional set-ups and buildings are only possible after consultation and to a limited extent. 

13. Construction and dismantling of furniture and seating must be provided by the organizer / 

customers (if not provided by the museum). The minimum distance to works of art is 1.50 

metres for chairs, technical equipment and lighting fixtures. 

14. Chairs, tables, musical instruments, scene elements and other furniture have to be protected 

with felt pads in areas with no carpet. 

15. Power cables, slides, etc. could not be placed directly on the ground. An exception is the use 

of solvent-free adhesive tape. Black cables have to be wrapped. 

16. Electricity and water can be partly provided.  

17. Furniture and equipment (light and audio engineering) may be transported into the museum 

outside the opening hours via an entrance that has to be coordinated together with the 

BBR/Baulogistik and the Staatliche Museen zu Berlin. Escape routes must not be blocked at 

any time.  

18. The delivery for the Neues Museum may take place after appointment only. Delivery 

vehicles/cars may be used on the museum grounds only for loading and unloading and need 

to be parked on the streets.  

19. There is no storage area available in the Neues Museum. 



  

20. Buffets are not allowed in any part of the museum. 

21. The caterer is not allowed to cook inside the museum, to use open fire or a barbecue. 

22. Candles, fuel pastes etc. are not allowed. 

23. Vehicle access for all involved companies has to be coordinated together with the 

BBR/Baulogistik and the Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, also depending on building lot 

situation. The permitted access entrance to the museum has to be coordinated with the 

SMB. 

24. Food and drinks may only be offered and served in the designated spaces. Food and drinks 

must not be taken into other rooms of the museum.  

25. Colouring drinks (wine, etc.), greasy food and colouring materials (flowers / leaf green) are 

generally not allowed and can only be permitted in exceptional cases and after approval by 

Museum&Location and with special precautions, i.e. carpet, accompanied by clamminess 

impermeably foil. The carpet should not to be taped onto the floor.  

26. Advertisement and presentation of products is prohibited. Speaker’s desks must be without a 

logo. 

27. Smoking is strictly prohibited in the whole museum.  

28. The use of mobile phones is only allowed outside the exhibition rooms. 

29. All people involved in the event must be wearing an identity card or badge in a visible place 

during assembly and dismantling and during the event. A sample is to submit at least two 

days before the event.  

30. The required staff supervision or sanitary care is supported by the National Museums in 

Berlin (SMB) set. The appointment of the supervisory and cleaning staff directly Museum 

GmbH & location in terms of the SMB contractually obligated caretaking and cleaning 

companies. 

31. The SMB reserve the right to change any of the above-mentioned regulations. 

32. The authoritative event guidelines are an integral part of the contract. 

 

 

III. Costs_______________________________________________________ 

 

For the carrying-out of an event there will be sums charged for rent, guards, cleaning staff, in 

appropriate instances tour guides, technical personnel and a restorer. The prices have always to be 

considered plus taxes. The charges are determined according to the extent and length of an event, 

and can only be calculated when an exact plan for your event is submitted. 

The corresponding rental contract will be produced by Museum&Location GmbH. 

We are happy to provide any further information: 

 

Museum&Location Veranstaltungsgesellschaft  

der Staatlichen Museen zu Berlin mbH       

Potsdamer Str. 58 

10785 Berlin 

Tel. 030 263 948 826 

Fax 030 263 948 829 

E-Mail: kontakt@museum-location.de 

Subject to alterations! 

Stand:  October 2015 


